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(Applause Libretto Library). "Richly illustrated, it is ideal for fans of the show, as well as admirers of

musical theatre." Variety * "Anybody who has seen the show (who hasn't?) should read the book"

Entertainment Today * "The perfect present for any Fantasticks fans." Cleveland Plain Dealer * "A

valuable resource. Recommended for all collections." Choice
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It's the script, so it's a lot of fun.

This is the second script I purchased for my Kindle. If I had waited to purchase it instead of buying it

at the same time as the other play (Noises Off) I bought, I would not have gotten this. Kindle is not

good to use for stage scripts. Scenes you want to review are very hard to find quickly. While I love

the show of The Fantastiks, I do not recommend buying it on Kindle.

Great book. Lots of information about the show. Goodor a director to have.

Brings back memories of the show.

One of the greatest musicals of all time, The Fantasticks captures all of the elements of the

traditional musical in one small, glorious package. This complete script with background material is



excellent.

if you love the fantasticks you will love this book- highly recommended read, and having the words

to sing along is great! I don't think there is a musical better than the fantasticks, and given its long

run most people agree.

Well the text is there but the formatting is the strangest ever seen.. Very cheap looking and as if

compiled by first graders as part of a scrapbook project. Would not recommend this at all.

I have been a fan of this production for a good many years. It is a relief to have the lyrics along with

the music, to make good listening response. I share this with my family, and they loved it!
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